Irish stain 3 No. 1 titles
Add UCLA, Michigan Tech to casualty list; see below and page 8

Irish cagers do it:
ND 71--UCLA 70

by Vic Dorr
Sports Editor

Who would have thought it possible? Who would have thought that Notre Dame could trail UCLA by 17 points in the first half and then rally in the final 20 minutes to hang a 71-70 defeat on the previously unbeaten Bruins? Who would have thought that Notre Dame, still down 11 points with 3:22 remaining in the game, could outscore the Bruins 12-0 during the final moments of the contest to give UCLA its first loss in 89 outings? And who would have thought that Dwight Clay and Gary Brokaw, a duo which has successfully worked its magic on opponents such as Marquette, Pittsburgh, and Ohio State, would be able to dazzle John Wooden's defending National Champions in similar fashion? Who would have thought it possible? Certainly not Wooden himself. "We certainly didn't figure to lose with three minutes to go and we up by 11 points," he said. "But they kept at us, and they deserve a tremendous amount of credit for their play. We lost a little of our drive and played a little too conservatively at the end, but Notre Dame's man-to-man defense hurt us, their players really hurt us, and their crowd really inspired them."

Nor did the Bruin players think it possible. Wooden's lineup, which included All-American Bill Walton, played its game coolly and unflappably, and not until Notre Dame's John Shumate leapt out of a crowd to pull down the rebound of a last second tip-in try (That was the greatest rebound I ever got," bubbled Shumate in the victorious Irish locker-room) did the spectre of a streak-ending defeat descend upon the poised, confident Bruins.

But there were believers—both on the Irish bench and in the ACC capacity crowd of 11,343. One of them was Digger Phelps, the Notre Dame coach. "We never quit," he said. "We were down 11 when I called time out (with 3:22 left to play) and we had to make some changes. We went with our press, putting (Ray) Martin back in instead of (Billy) Paterno. The kids never quit, and it happened for us. For other coaches including myself, it was a great win. And it was especially so for Notre Dame—for everyone involved from the coaches, team, school, alumni, and everyone else. I'm sure a lot of people around the country were rooting for Notre Dame today. It's only human nature to want to see the Bruins beaten. Another believer was Shumate, who made several contributions beyond his last-second, game-ending rebound. "It's the greatest feeling of my life," said Shue, who finished the game with 24 points and 11 rebounds. "I knew we could make a game of it if we stuck with it, and we did."

"I was just trying to do what I do best, and all I asked during the game was that I not lose confidence in myself or my teammates. I knew we had to have faith." But faith alone wasn't enough to offset the Bruins' awesome first-half shooting display. The Uclans shot 70 per cent from the floor during the first 20 minutes, and with 6:02 remaining in the half found themselves leading by 17 points after Bill Walton bounded over Shumate to drop in a lob-pass basket.

But Walton's score triggered an Irish spurt, and some four minutes later Shumate beat Walton inside to cut the spread to seven, 39-32. Billy Paterno's 25 footer cut it to five with 49 seconds left in the half, but a string of four unanswered free throws sent UCLA off at half time in possession of a 43-34 lead.

Phelps changed the offensive complexion of the game at half-time by electing to go with his "speed team"—Brokaw, Clay, Martin, Shumate, and Adrian Dantley—but the Irish made no attempt to alter their man-to-man defense.

"Why should we change?" asked Phelps afterwards. "There's not much you're going to do about a 70-34 lead."

(Continued on page 8)
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Where do M0NY men come from?

sales management. The insurance industry is growing and at M0NY we've branched into

average. But the opportunities are still there. It's up to you. If you have what it

Where do M0NY men go?

As far as their own ability and initiative take them.

"When Mr. Bilbo Baggins of Bag End announced that he would shortly be celebrating his eleventy-first birthday with a party of special magnificence there was much talk and excitement in Hobbiton." (From J. R. Tolkien.)

The theme of Mardi Gras '74 is the Master of Middle Earth, taken from "The Lord of the Rings" trilogy of J. R. R. Tolkien. Events to embody this theme will include an opening costume ball entitled "A long expected party!" from the first chapter of the first book of Tolkien's trilogy, and boites at the Mardi Gras carnival created with a look to middle-earth.

Mardi Gras will begin with the Costume Ball party, Thursday, Jan. 31, from 9:00-12:00. Tickets will be $2.00 per person or $3.75 per couple and will be on sale Monday through Thursday this week at the dining halls. On the following night there will be a concert at the Athletic and Convocation Center, music provided by the J. Geils Band. On that Friday afternoon, the Mardi Gras carnival will begin from 3:00-7:00.

The carnival will be held every day following that Friday, through Sunday, February 4. From 3:00-4:00 and 7:00-12:00 p.m.; Sunday, Feb. 4 from 3:00-8:00 p.m.; Monday thru Friday, Feb. 5-8, from 7:00-12:00 p.m.; Thursday, Feb. 8 from 9:00-12:00 and Sunday, Feb. 10, 1:00-6:00.

Prices for the carnival will be fifty cents per night Monday thru Thursday, seventy-five cents per night Friday and weekends excepting the last day, Sunday, Feb. 10 when all admission will be free. Construction of booths for the carnival and other apparatus will begin this Tuesday, Feb. 22, and end next Tuesday Feb. 29.

Steve Boy, chairman of the Mardi Gras stated that the purpose of the event is two fold. First, to raise money for Notre Dame charities such as: CILA, MECHA, Neighborhood Study Help, and St. Mary's Day Care Center. Second, to provide the student body with entertainment during a slowpoint in the social calendar of the second semester. Boy also urged all students who had sold tickets for the Mardi Gras to turn the money in immediately, to their section leader, hall rector or Mardi Gras representative.

March to protest legal abortion

Protesting legalized abortion, members of the South Bend Right to Life organization and Notre Dame-St. Mary's students will picket the South Bend Federal Building Tuesday, January 22. Tuesday marks the first anniversary of the Supreme Court's decision to legalize abortion in the United States. The marchers will assemble at the Right to Life office at 320 N. Lafyette at 11:00 a.m. and proceed to the Federal Building where they will demonstrate from noon until one p.m.

Sound interesting? Then contact Jack Mays, manager, Smith Bend, 315 St. Joseph Bank Building, Phone 233-3164 or interview and work on campus Jan. 31st or April 4th.

Sound interesting? Then contact Jack Mays, manager, Smith Bend, 315 St. Joseph Bank Building, Phone 233-3164 or interview and work on campus Jan. 31st or April 4th.

We've Moved

Now Conveniently Located In Badin Hall
Next to the Barber Shop

Open 8am-4pm. Mon.-Fri, 9am-4pm Sat.
-All types of Shoe Service and Accessories

Downtown

Free Pen or Penci l for Everyone

TAKE KWON DO

DONG SIK KIM

HEAD INSTRUCTOR: One of the highest black-belts in the world

+ KOREA NATIONAL MASTER INSTRUCTOR
+ INTERNATIONAL MASTER INSTRUCTOR
+ UNITED T. K. D. FED. MASTER INSTRUCTOR

Teaching at 13 colleges & Y's in U.S.A. including N. D., St. Mary, Indiana, Bethel.

FREE: 1. I.D. (1 yr Good), BROCHURE. TERENCE
2. ALL CLASSES IN THE SCHOOL (1506 MISHAWAKA AVE. See the Yellow Pages.), MICHIGAN STATE, CLEVELAND, BOSTON, PHILA, WASHINGTON. D.C.
+ SPECIAL BEGINNERS CLASS Mon-Fri
ADVANCED, BLACK-BELT CLASS ACC

CALL: 283-3275 (campus)
289-1278 (school)
233-7279 (instructor)

INSTRUCTORS: KIM (Head Instructor)
HENRY (SECRETARY)
SKALSKI (Chief Assist)
ANDREW (President)
FABREGA (SECRETARY)
Union director Bohlander faces short, busy term

by Gregg B. Bangs
Staff Reporter

New student union director Pete Bohlander has only a short term ahead of him but it's a busy one.

Bohlander, a senior chemistry major, took over the Student Union immediately after Rybarczyk resigned. He was not, however, in the dark on how to run the post of student union director. "We knew all along that Jim was going to leave (not necessary because of the ticket scandal) so he had been working with me all along. I pretty much knew what to do when he finally did leave."

"We knew all along that Jim was ahead of him but it's a busy one. Bohlander has only a short term," said Jackd'Aurora.

"The major problem concerning the case is the discrepancies in regard to "what one saw and what actually happened," remarked Macheca. Sorin's rector, Fr. Richard Zang, reported that there were about 50 people in the hallway, with an unknown number drinking. An R.A. cited the number nearer 30. Zang also complained that there was no attempt to keep the crowd inside the room. An R.A. stated that there was a "serious attempt to keep the party under control."

"Allegedly people were drinking beer from bottles and cans. According to Oberhardt, "If there was anybody drinking from cans or bottles, they weren't from our party. We served everybody beer in cups." A second party was going on elsewhere in the Hall at this time. Oberhardt added, "We crammed everybody into the room after the first complaint," referring to R.A. John DiPietro's first warning. "I saw no more than 7 or 8 people in the hallway with beer," he continued.

(Continued on page 6)

Mardi Gras' 74

"A Long-Expected Party"
Tolkien Costume Ball

THURSDAY, JAN 31, 9-12
La Fortune Ballroom
singles $2.00
couples $3.75
...tickets on sale
MON, TUES, WED in the dining halls

"Anyway, I mean to enjoy myself on Thursday" Bilbo Baggins, p. 49
The Calendar Vote

The Academic Council is one of the truly important legislative bodies on campus because they are responsible for the academic codes and regulations at the university. Included in that responsibility is their duty to set the limitations within which the university administration can schedule their academic calendar. Faculty vote to drop the limitation which prevented the academic year from beginning before Labor Day. Now that the limitation has been removed, the administration has scheduled classes to begin prior to Labor Day.

The furor that arose after the calendar was announced was widespread. Students, over 75 percent of them in a poll, stated their opposition to the early start. Discontent was obvious in the faculty. Yet, the calendar stood firm.

Fr. Burtchaell insisted throughout that the new schedule would stay and rationalized that no calendars are popular when first announced. Burtchaell's attitudes seemed throughout the crisis to also become the attitudes of many of the members of the council who appeared to be acting in blind faith in the administration's decision that their resolution caused.

Finally, the council has responded to the voices that have been raised. Ten members of the group have petitioned for a rehearing on the calendar issue and they should be praised for being responsive to the people of this campus. Too often the Academic Council is locked into their private session and lose their grasp of the fact that they are legislating for the people who work and study here and that, as any other legislator, are responsible to their constituency.

What to do?

There are a couple of things that need to happen before Thursday's meeting of the Academic Council. First, the Faculty Senate meets Tuesday in their, a completely strengthened body with that of the students could be a crucial factor in overturning the calendar. If the Senate can pass such a resolution and the faculty members of the council overlook the stance of their colleagues, then they are clearly being negligent in their responsibility.

Second, the students must work for a calendar change. Right now, the best way to do that is to consult with the faculty and administration members of the Academic Council. Talk with them and show them that not only are we upset with the new calendar but we have rational reasons to be upset.

The vote comes Thursday and the calendar must be changed. There is still time to act for next year despite Fr. Burtchaell's arguments to the contrary. Just remember, a few years ago at approximately this same time, a completely merger of schools was called off. The one stumbling block to changing the calendar for next year is that the motion to re-institute the block of a pre-Labor Day opening for the 1974-75 school year can be tabled in the legislative session. But later for that. I'm getting too distressed just dwelling on it all to fly back to this doomed sinkhole of anti-abortion zealotry that exists on this campus today.

And to speak of enforcement of morality is not the second outrage of the case, namely, the intent of enacting any of our esteemed provost. It seems that he went to the room in question - notwithstanding the fact that the student lived on the second floor and Burtchaell was on the floor RA and found the door locked. He then opened it with his pass-key and found no one in the room for his own Macheza and really got the gods on us, his beaming sister. Not only were the beds pushed together (!!) but there was a woman's clothing lying around (!!)

And this, we are told, are actions of a "Christian" doing his duty to the University ... and to God Almighty, I suppose.

But this is getting off the track. As I say, none of this should come as any surprise to anyone. The University of Kansas is a well-established fact and is their perfect legal right, being a private institution. They are the first to tell you that it's their 'ball-game' and if you don't like it you can leave.

But what was surprising was the incredibly condescending attitudes displayed by the University of Kansas. The student told me that, to him, and I agree, the most incredible thing was the fact that Burtchaell and Macheza really seemed to believe that this is all done for his own good. This will make a man out of you, even with a pain in the head. Macheza calls it "rehabilitative discipline."

Come on, John. You don't try to "rehabilitate" well-respected honor students with clean records. Well no, you should be out rehabilitating prowlers and peeping Toms that sneak into other people's rooms. These are the real perverts. They are the ones whose souls are in big trouble.

There are other aspects of the case that should be dealt with in greater length, things like the curious stiffness of the penalty that caused the student to have to fly back to this doomed sinkhole of a university just after having left. But later for that. I'm getting too distressed just dwelling on it all to write any more.

Don't get caught screwed around, fellow . Donors. It's against the rules.
Telly Savalas stars in the pilot for his series "Kojak" Friday on at seven-thirty. With Tony Curtis as the Strangler to be televised Sunday on ABC at eight. Despite an excellent cast, this Jacqueline Susann adaptation lacks any sense of heroic skill, and art. It is a terrible movie. Of course, on TV it gets high ratings. A little bit of history on the movie (now having gone from jerry to dull), Burt Reynolds and Susan Clark star in Shawshank tonight at eight on ABC. It plots concerns the typical anthropological opposite tonight on 16. James Caan stars as a man with marital problems and at the same time his wife becoming pregnant (and not being shown). It is not a little bit of favor for Rebel, has airing directly with Teresa Graves in the title role as a cop after a narcotics ring (yawn). She is reared in the martial arts and has a share of movie highlights but not give it much hope since TV frows on a film 4 to be.

The immediate and basic plot is that a group of businessmen arrange for a team of assassins to use assassination of President Kennedy for the movie entree with Albert Finney as an Arthur Hill ("Owen Mar­

The subjects for her lyrics come from the personal aspects of her life. They range from the sterility of record company personnel to "For the Roses" and I get this feeling that her record company is holding out on the life's ironic complexities, and are "none of her life. They range from the ste­rility of Joni Mitchell's musical directions, her vitality in Joni's musical directions, her spar­se image of Joni Mitchell that is so easily recognized but not always connected with her. She's been loved at from both sides--women's love and men's love--but never at all. Joni Mitchell improves in musical and "Cold Blue Steel and Sweet Fire" and lit­"Court of Love". Her latest, "Cold Blue Steel and Sweet Fire" and "Court of Love". Her latest, "Cold Blue Steel and Sweet Fire" and "Court of Love".
Party offence appealed by Sorin students

(Continued from page 1)

Before the party, the three students notified DiPietro that they were to have a party in which an overflow might occur, but that they would attempt to control it.

In tests

Students gain karate rank

During the Notre Dame Karate Club's first cycle of testing this month, many ND students received applications for the ND Karate Club. The testing was conducted at the Indiana headquarters of the American Branch of Tae Kwon Do-Chung Do Kwan by Edward B. Sei, a 6th degree black belt and the president of the American Branch.

Frank Ciaudrino, Richard Saville, Mary O'Donnell, Susan Blount, Susan Leonard, Robert Leonard, Patricia Quan, Daniel Mayo, Glenn Cover, Stephen Judge, Robert Boyd, William Dwenger, William Frederking, Phillip Hawley, David Zusi, Gerald Little, Vicki Harris, Adelina Mamero, Stefanie Seldon, and Joseph Smith successfully tested for the advanced white belt rank.

Timothy Richardson, John Pelousin, and Thomas O'Connor received the rank of green belt (3rd belt) and Gregg White and George Alvisio were awarded the rank of advanced green belt.

Karate classes are held every Tuesday and Thursday at 6:30 in the La Fortune Ballroom. Any questions may be addressed stamped envelope.

Mr. Raymond Sei, head instructor of the ND Karate Club, executes a side kick to assistant instructor Mr. Rand Merling, 2nd degree black belt.

Mr. Raymond Sei, head instructor of the ND Karate Club, executes a side kick to assistant instructor Mr. Rand Merling, 2nd degree black belt.

They also notified Zang. The problem is that according to the complaint the students mentioned a smaller crowd in their preparations that the one which actually showed up.

The complaint reads that the students were "so lacking in integrity as to say one thing and do another, to pretend to understand and promise to comply with University standards, yet act in a way that belies the truth of their words."

However, Macheca stated, "I feel it was their intention to have a private party but things escalated."

The complaint was signed by the Sorin Hall staff, but as DiPietro stated, "the complaint, as far as I was concerned, was just stating a technical violation of the rule prohibiting people from drinking in the halls. The sentence is excessive," referring to the student's original denial of attendance at athletic events.

"It seems to me that the word of one person is being taken over everybody else. Our R.A. and hall president disagreed with the complaint," said Payne.

J. GEILS BAND

Duke Williams and The Extremes

Fri. Feb. 1st 8:00 pm

WELCOME BACK NATIONAL CHAMPS!

Nickie's

Invites "y'all" to celebrate the busting of "the Bear" and the taming of the Bruins with a week of specials

Monday Nite

Drink or Drown

½ priced mixed drinks

30' shots

8-10 p.m.

Old Milwaukee 40' pint

all nite

NOTRE DAME

Athletic and Convocation Center

Ticket Prices:

Bleachers .............$1.50

Lower Arena ..........$4.50

Main Floor ..........$5.50

Loge .............$5.50

Plafon .............$5.50

FOR MAIL ORDER: State number & price of tickets desired. Make check or money order payable to N.D. J. Geils Band. Send to J. Geils Band Show A.C.C. ticket office, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556. Enclose self-addressed stamped envelope.

TONIGHT

thru Thursday Night after 9:00 pm.

Anyone and everyone is invited to THE OBSERVER

Open House, tonight thru Thursday after 9:00 pm.

You may just be interested in how the paper is put out, or you may want to join up. Either way, stop in!

Also: Full staff meeting tomorrow at 7:00 pm.

Staff yearbook picture before meeting at 6:30 pm.
Scott: ‘Let it all hang out’

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Senate Republican Leader Hugh Scott said Sunday he has some information on which President Nixon could be “exculpated entirely” in the Watergate affair. He urged Nixon to “let it all hang out.”

But Scott, who met with the President Friday at the White House, said he has been unable to “break through the shell down there of all his advisers who feel differently about it, who feel that the President is absolutely innocent and who are not willing to make some of these revelations.”

“I have found nothing that indicates any guilt on Nixon’s part or on the part of the President of a nature that would be impeachable,” Scott said. “But I think they’d help themselves if they told the public some of the things that I know.”

Asked why the White House has not made such information public, Scott said: “God knows. I don’t know. I’ve tried.”

Psychology Society organized

The Psychology Society has recently been formed at Notre Dame. The society was the result of a lack of undergraduate involvement in the activities of the Psychology Department. This has been due to the absence of a vehicle through which students could express their interests and that would provide a means through which those undergraduates interested in, or majoring in psychology, could present their interests in an organized way. The society hopes to help provide for the personal, social, educational, and career needs of these students.

In order to achieve these objectives, the society is organized with five basic committees: academic, career, government, and publicity. Each committee is headed by a chairman and has one representative to the main cabinet which serves as the governing body of the organization. The society has one undergraduate representative to the main cabinet which serves as the governing body of the organization.

The society has one under­graduate representative to the psychology department faculty and any meetings who will provide a student voice in faculty meetings, decisions and policy making. This representative will be the coor­dinator of the main cabinet although he is not allowed to vote in faculty meetings.

The society is also sponsoring an election for a second student representative. This representative need not be a member of the society, but if he is, however, he is a psychology major (declared or intended). His duties are primarily the same as the other representatives except he is allowed to vote on issues presented at the faculty meetings.

For those interested in this position, there will be a meeting held on Thursday, January 24th in room 211 of the psychology building at 7:00 p.m. Attendance of this meeting is essential since details of the election procedure will be discussed.

On the following Monday, January 28th another meeting will be held at the same time and place during which the candidates will present themselves to all psych majors interested in attending. Following the meeting a primary election will be held in which two candidates for the office will be selected.

On Friday, February 1st a general election will be held through which the voting representative will be chosen. Both of these elections are open to all psychology undergraduates and are all up to the voter.

All Psychology Society members are requested to come to the meeting on January 24th and bring any unpaid dues. Details concerning the upcoming party for members will be discussed.
Irish icer split with No. 1 Tech

by John Fiseran

Michigan Tech was made painfully aware that it doesn't pay to be ranked number-one in the nation and have to play Notre Dame. The Huskies lost, 7-1, Friday evening, and if their top ranking was tarnished by the score, it certainly was rebuffed Saturday evening as they defeated the Irish, 7-5.

The split catapulted the Huskies into a first-place tie with Denver in the WCHA while the Irish remained in seventh place. However, only 12 points separate the league's 10 teams as both Duluth and North Dakota fashionable swept over Denver and Colorado College.

"Friday night was a real satisfying win for us," Notre Dame's Lefty Smith said. "Saturday, however, we played very poor defensively.

"They may have had more shots Friday, but we got the good breaks and created them through good hustle.

"Indeed, the Irish did hustle on Friday night, and the hustle of Notre Dame was evident most notably in the play of reserve center, senior Mike Tardani.

The 5-4 Muskegon, Michigan native is more noted for his offensive work on Notre Dame's shorthanded team. However, with Brian Walsh out with an injury, Smith used Tardani between fresh- and shorthanded team. However, with Brian Walsh out with an injury, Smith used Tardani between fresh-

Shorthanded team. However, with Brian Walsh out with an injury, Smith used Tardani between fresh-

played superbly, making 44 saves, which is more telling than the Tech reinder.

Afterwards, Irish defenceman Steve Curry said, "We played well in the Denver series, but we didn't win our confidence was shaken. It was important that we win as well as play well.

His fellow defenceman, Rican Schafer, added, "Rican Schafer, added, "This is as close to our potential as we've ever come all year. We've been playing well since New Year's, and tonight was indicative of what we are capable of doing as individual players as well as a team.

Saturday night, though, odd goals did the Irish in. Granted, Notre Dame had a few, but Tech scored five goals which the Irish easily could have prevented.

"Jim Murray put Michigan Tech ahead 1-0 at 2:58 when his shot skipped past Kronholz. Graham Wish then took the puck unguarded on left wing from Paul Jensen and Steve Jessen to make it 3-0 at 9:11. Mark Olive made it 3-1 for the Irish when his first career goal deflected past Quance into the net at 14:37.

Steve Jensen made it 3-1 in 2:48 of the second when he deflected the puck past Kronholz. The goal might have been averted if the Irish defense had cleared out the area in front of Kronholz. A goal off Mike Zuke's shinny past Kronholz at 16:02 to make it 4-1.

Larry Israelson made it 4-2 at 16:48 only 38 seconds after Zuke's goal, when he tipped a loose puck home. Bill Steele scored a goal into a wide-open net at 19:38 for a 5-2 Tech advantage, but Ray DeLorenzi, with a beautiful feed from Israelson, forced it under Quance with five seconds left in the period for a 5-3 second stanza score.

Mike Ustilato usted it 6-3 as he was unguarded in the net at 2:45, but Steve Curry, on the powerplay, and Mike Zuck scored within 18 seconds to bring the score to 6-5 with 4:16 left.

Notre Dame came alive, and almost tied the score when Pat Conroy just missed with a slap-shot. It was another defensive lapse, however, which gave the Irish their first lead of the game.

"The split was a real morale booster," said Mike Tardani. "We've been playing well all season, but we just couldn't put them away. "

Saturday, however, MacInnes put the disappointing season for the Irish to rest.

"If it wasn't for us, I think Notre Dame would be in the cellar," MacInnes said. "They were able instead, to watch us make mistakes.

"Still, the Irish can make the top four as they are only three points out of first place. Our league is not over.

"The difference was that we made no mistakes, and the Irish just made some costly ones."

The Irish, now 9-2-1 overall, were merely unhurt. "Our team comes first," Smith said. "We're not counting on any breaks from the league."

The Irish nearly made the 6-5 comeback win over Michigan Tech when Pat Conroy's shot deflected in the net at 17:49.

"Had we won it, I think Notre Dame would have been able to improve its league standing of 7-10-1 this week in the WCHA. Notre Dame will be unable to improve its league standing, as they need to play the top teams, such as Bowling Green, a member of the eastern division, before entering the home-and-home series with the Irish.

"Still, the Irish can make the top four with three more games and two-and three-point sweeps at North Dakota, Minnesota and Michigan State. Notre Dame would have to defeat the Irish to make the difference.

"But the Irish, 19-10-2, could still make the NCAA qualifying round."

"I didn't think I'd win the game when I made it." The Bruins nearly made Clay's doubles legitimate ones. On an inbounds play under the Irish basket with six seconds showing on the clock, the Bruins called timeout.

"They were quick to say on Gary because he had the hot hand," offered Clay, "So I just passed it to him, and he turned the corner."

"At the time out," said Digger, "we knew they were going to cut it in and we wanted to cover the basket. Our guard turned and went right at the ball."

"But the Irish, 19-10-2, would have to use that to their advantage."

The Bruins were able instead, to watch the Irish defense sagged

Bill Nyrop and Ian Williams are surrounded by three Michigan Tech players as they at.

Dwight Clay's shot ends Bruins streak
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so I just concentrated on the shot, and thankfully I made it. I wanted that shot more than anything, and now it feels really great, unbelievable."
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"I think DeLorenzi, with a beautiful feed from Israelson, forced it under Quance with five seconds left in the period for a 5-3 second stanza score.

Mike Ustilato usted it 6-3 as he was unguarded in the net at 2:45, but Steve Curry, on the powerplay, and Mike Zuck scored within 18 seconds to bring the score to 6-5 with 4:16 left.

Notre Dame came alive, and almost tied the score when Pat Conroy just missed with a slap-shot. It was another defensive lapse, however, which gave the Irish their first lead of the game.

"The split was a real morale booster," said Mike Tardani. "We've been playing well all season, but we just couldn't put them away. "

Saturday, however, MacInnes put the disappointing season for the Irish to rest.

"If it wasn't for us, I think Notre Dame would be in the cellar," MacInnes said. "They were able instead, to watch us make mistakes.

"Still, the Irish can make the top four as they are only three points out of first place. Our league is not over.

"The difference was that we made no mistakes, and the Irish just made some costly ones."

The Irish, now 9-2-1 overall, were merely unhurt. "Our team comes first," Smith said. "We're not counting on any breaks from the league."

The Irish nearly made the 6-5 comeback win over Michigan Tech when Pat Conroy's shot deflected in the net at 17:49.

"Had we won it, I think Notre Dame would have been able to improve its league standing of 7-10-1 this week in the WCHA. Notre Dame will be unable to improve its league standing, as they need to play the top teams, such as Bowling Green, a member of the eastern division, before entering the home-and-home series with the Irish.

"Still, the Irish can make the top four with three more games and two-and-three-point sweeps at North Dakota, Minnesota and Michigan State. Notre Dame would have to defeat the Irish to make the difference.

"But the Irish, 19-10-2, could still make the NCAA qualifying round."

"I didn't think I'd win the game when I made it." The Bruins nearly made Clay's doubles legitimate ones. On an inbounds play under the Irish basket with six seconds showing on the clock, the Bruins called timeout.

"They were quick to say on Gary because he had the hot hand," offered Clay, "So I just passed it to him, and he turned the corner."

"At the time out," said Digger, "we knew they were going to cut it in and we wanted to cover the basket. Our guard turned and went right at the ball."

"But the Irish, 19-10-2, would have to use that to their advantage."

The Bruins were able instead, to watch the Irish defense sagged

Bill Nyrop and Ian Williams are surrounded by three Michigan Tech players as they at.